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Simplifying the PAYE Settlement Agreement (PSA) 

process 

Response to the consultation document published on 

9 August 2016 

Grant Thornton UK LLP (Grant Thornton) has considered the consultation document concerning 
simplifying the PSA process and welcomes the opportunity to respond.  
 

Grant Thornton's response 

Background 

Paragraph 1.1 of Introduction of the consultation document states: 
 
Pay As You Earn (PAYE) Settlement Agreements (PSAs) were introduced in the 1990s to reduce the administrative 
burden on employers and HMRC.  

Paragraph 1.4 states: 

Payroll systems and processes have evolved since PSAs were introduced, but the need for PSAs remains. However, while the 
number of PSAs requested has increased significantly since they were introduced the process for agreeing PSAs has not kept 
up with the demand or changes in working practices. 

Purpose of the current consultation 

Paragraph 1.7 of Introduction states: 

The government accepts that the current process for administering and agreeing PSAs is burdensome for employers. This 
consultation seeks views on proposals to reform the process, to make it simpler for both employers and HMRC to administer 
PSAs and provide greater clarity about what can and cannot be included in a PSA. 

Paragraph 1.8 of Introduction states: 

The government is not proposing to extend the scope of what can be included in a PSA as part of this consultation. However, 
this will be kept under review. 

Paragraph 3.1 of Proposed new process states: 

The government recognises that the existing process is unnecessarily burdensome and therefore wants to update it to make it 
easier for employers to be able to account for items in a PSA. 

The existing PSA application process 

Part 2 The existing PSA application process sets out the process in some detail. Key points include: 

 PSAs:  

 are annual agreements that have to be applied for in writing each year 

 can be applied for at any point until 6 July following the tax year 

 items can be included in PSAs only if one or more of: 
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 minor 

 irregular 

 the operation of PAYE or reporting on forms P11D is impracticable 

 the employer has to gross up the cost and pay tax on that amount 

 Class 1B NIC is payable on the grossed up cost 

 the normal NIC rules apply until a PSA is agreed for a year 

 employers have to submit calculations to HMRC for agreement by 31 July following the tax year [this 
date is not in the legislation] and pay the liability by 19/22 October following the tax year. 

 
The government considers much of the process to be inefficient and/or contrary to the move towards 
employers self-assessing.      

The proposals 

Part 3 Proposed new process sets out the proposals in some detail. Key points include: 

 removing the need for an annual agreement 

 replacing paper returns with digital ones, although retaining an annual return cycle 

 aligning the deadline for:  

 submitting calculations with that for forms P11D/P11D(b) (6 July following the tax year) 

 payment to that for Class 1A NIC (19/22 July following the tax year) 

 providing employers with a warning if they have included an item in a PSA in good faith which 
HMRC determines should not have been included, taking action only where the failure is repeated, 
with swifter action for deliberate failures (for example, ignoring HMRC's guidance). 

 
Part 4 Defining what can be included in a PSA contains proposals to: 

 remove minor items from the qualifying criteria 

 define what constitutes: 

 irregular  

 impracticable 

 restrict the use of PSAs for office holders who control companies to prevent abuse 

 retain the current scope of PSAs. 
  

The questions raised in the consultation document 

The questions concerning the various proposals in the consultation document are considered in our 
comments, as set out below. 

Question i     

Do you agree that removing the requirement to agree the items in a PSA will provide simplification for 

employers? Please give your reasons. 

In principle, the need to agree items with HMRC appears unnecessary, as it should be clear from the 
legislation what can and cannot be included.  

At present, though, the words minor, irregular and impracticable in the legislation are not defined. Leaving 
aside for a moment the current proposals concerning these definitions, employers may welcome the 
opportunity to know that HMRC agrees with the items being included rather than being uncertain.  
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In practice, however, there are a number of difficulties in obtaining HMRC's agreement to the items to be 
included. For example, despite the legislation specifically allowing expenses paid to employees to be 
included in PSAs if one or more of the minor, irregular or impracticable tests are met (regulation 106 of 
the 2003 PAYE regulations), HMRC often refuses to include the 'cash reimbursement' of expenses in 
PSAs. This view is evidenced at the first bullet point of paragraph 4.3 of the consultation document (as 
cash reimbursements are by nature expenses met by employees): 

The government remains of the view that there are certain payments or BiKs which are not suitable for inclusion in a PSA 
regardless of their value or the frequency with which they are provided. These are: 

 Cash payments or cash reimbursement; and 

 Contractual BiKs. 
 
In addition, in relation to the second bullet point above, there is no reference in the legislation to benefits 
having to be non-contractual to be eligible for inclusion in a PSA and we are not aware that this has been 
HMRC's practice. 

If HMRC no longer has to agree the items to be included, the title of PSA would need to be amended. 

Question ii 

Are there reasons why the formal agreement element of a PSA should be retained? If so, what changes 

should the government consider to an agreement based system so that it is easier to administer? 

There should be no need for a formal agreement if:  

 the PSA legislation is simple and clear 

 HMRC does not add to or subtract from the words in the legislation in interpreting it (see our 
response to Question i above). 

 

Question iii 

Do you agree that a having a digital PSA return would be simpler for employers to administer rather than 

the current PSA1 paper return? Please provide your reasons. 

As with many matters relating to employers, HMRC's starting point is that every employer has access to 
fast and reliable broadband. As has been pointed out many times, that is still not the case. The basis of 
this question is, therefore, flawed.  

That point aside, there is possibly little administrative difference for employers in providing the 
information digitally (the legislation does not refer to returns) as opposed to by paper. The consultation 
document makes no comment on whether this proposal would ease the administrative burden for HMRC, 
although it is likely to do so. While that is good if it is not to the detriment of employers, the consultation 
document may be viewed as lacking transparency in this respect. 

If a digital template eliminates the errors referred to at paragraph 3.5 (primarily using the wrong tax rates), 
that could help affected employers and HMRC, although that is not necessarily an administrative 
easement. This does presuppose, however, that HMRC's software is straightforward to use and robust 
(which we take to mean having been tested to the extent that very large commercial organisations test 
software before launching it). There must also be sufficient bandwidth to ensure that, if all relevant 
employers were to use the software at once – as they would be legally entitled to do – the system would 
not crash (this is a criterion that, say, major banks implement).  
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Question iv 

A digital return would reduce error rates. Are there other changes the government should consider to 

reduce these further? 

Without being told what the errors are, other than using incorrect tax rates (itself perhaps surprising when 
tax rates have been stable for a number of years), this question cannot be answered without speculating 
about what those errors might be. 

Question v 

Would aligning the PSA payment date with the Class 1A NICs payment deadline cause any employers 

particular hardship? Please provide your reasons. 

Paragraph 3.9 states that the basis of changing the payment date is that the grossed up tax and Class 1B 
NIC are employer only responsibilities. While this is correct if the legislation is read in a narrow and 
mechanistic way, it ignores the fact that – in our experience – the tax liabilities mainly relate to benefits in 
kind rather than reimbursed expenses (even if HMRC followed the legislation – see our response to 
Question I above). As the tax paid would not be grossed up and might not be paid until 31 January 
following the tax year if not for PSAs, this proposal appears to be aimed solely at improving the 
Exchequer's cashflow even more at the expense of employers'.      

Question vi 

Do you agree that this approach would be proportionate? 

The approach referred to here is that HMRC will guide employers making errors in good faith, but 
penalise those acting deliberately (see The proposals above). 

While in theory this approach has merit, we foresee a number of difficulties in practice: 

 unless the meaning of 'good faith' were to be defined in the legislation, it would be subject to disputes 
about its meaning (as is the case, for example, under regulation 72(3) of the 2003 PAYE regulations 
and regulation 9(3) of the 2005 CIS regulations). This is liable to lead to more problems than solutions 

 paragraph 3.13 gives an example of a deliberate failure as not following HMRC's guidance. Employers 
should be penalised only for deliberately not following the legislation. If the view expressed at 
paragraph 3.13 persists – and there are numerous indications of HMRC favouring its interpretation of 
the legislation rather than the legislation itself – this approach would be unacceptable.     

 

Question vii 

Do you have any other comments about the proposed new PSA process? 

No. 

Question viii 

In light of the new trivial BiKs exemption, would the removal of ‘minor’ pose any problems for employers? 

Please provide reasons for your answer and examples of BiKs which this would cause difficulty for. 

Yes.  

There will be situations where minor items cannot be regarded as within the trivial benefits exemption. 
For example, the trivial benefits exemption excludes benefits provided in anticipation or recognition of 
particular services provided by employees (s323A(9) ITEPA 2003). Example F in (the still draft) paragraph 
EIM 21868 of HMRC's Employment Income Manual gives an example of a situation that HMRC considers is 
not covered by the exemption: 

Employer F runs a call centre and gives £25 gift vouchers to employees who hit specific performance targets each week. The 
gift vouchers are provided in recognition of the services provided and so the exemption cannot apply. 
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At present, HMRC considers that this type of situation can be included in a PSA. The example of timing 
problems with PSAs – those problems are not pertinent to this point – at paragraph 2.11 of the 
consolation document covers: 

… a staff recognition scheme where employees can be nominated to receive a £20 gift voucher if they are felt to have gone 
above and beyond in the completion of a task. 

Question ix 

Are there items which you include in your current PSA which are ‘minor’ and which are not either ‘irregular’ 

or ‘impracticable’ as well? 

There are likely to be many examples such as monthly, quarterly or annual awards of store vouchers 

Question x 

Do you agree that these principles should guide what can/cannot be included in a PSA as an ‘irregular’ 

item? 

The principle referred to here is set out at paragraph 4.13: 

The government proposes that irregular should: 

 be considered in the context of a tax year; 

 not be something which occurs in any pattern: every day, week, month, other month, or quarter; and 

 not include items which employees have a contractual right to (for example bonuses, regardless of how infrequently or at 
what intervals they are paid or how they are made up).  

 
The first two parts of the definition appear reasonable in this context.  

It would be helpful in practical terms, however, if the definition of irregular bore some resemblance to the 
ordinary meaning of the word. In that context, whether or not an item is provided contractually is of no 
consequence. This matter is further confused by the statement in the consultation document that 
contractual benefits cannot be included currently in PSAs (see our response to Question I above). 

Question xi 

Are there any other principles which you think should be considered?  

No. 

Question xii 

Do you have any other comments about how ‘irregular’ is interpreted? 

No. 

Question xiii 

Do you agree that these rules provide clarity? Would their application pose any difficulties for employers?  

The rules referred to here are set out at paragraph 4.16: 

The provision of a BiK is not to be considered to meet the ‘impracticable’ test solely because of restrictions due to an employer’s 
software or because there is presentational awkwardness to taxing the BiK via PAYE or reporting it on form P11D. 

The reason given for this conclusion is that the legislation sets out the meaning of impracticable in the 
context of PAYE and forms P11D reporting by reference to intrinsic tax issues and not in a way that 
considers whether the employer is able to operate PAYE or report the benefits. We agree with this 
analysis. 
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It is obvious, however, that those employers who have, say, software-related issues will face difficulties if 
not allowed to use a PSA for the costs involved. 

Rather than restricting the definition of this term, it would be more beneficial to consider extending it to 
include instances where matters extrinsic to the tax rules make the operation of PAYE or form P11D 
reporting impracticable. The fact that such an extension may not impact some employers should be of no 
concern as they would already meet the current statutory intrinsic conditions. However, those who do face 
difficulties because of, say, software limitations will not be penalised for not being able to operate PAYE 
or report benefits on P11Ds as they can use a PSA.   

Question xiv 

Are there any other types of ‘impracticability’ which the government should consider?  

A list of situations where the operation of PAYE or form P11D reporting is impracticable could be added 
to the legislation, or more sensibly, situations where the reasons for this are unacceptable could be added. 
The government should consult on this.   

Question xv 

Should the government consider an exemption/cap in respect of office holders? Please provide reasons for 

your answer. 

Given the current restrictions about what can be included in PSAs and the cost to employers, introducing 
legislation to deal with office holders of close companies would appear unwarranted (and contrary to the 
title of the consultation). This is especially so when one considers the legislative complexity that was 
added to the trivial benefits rules at a late stage in the consultation process.  

Question xvi 

What other safeguards could/should be considered to guard against possible abuse of PSAs? 

Rather than considering further legislation, HMRC would do well to use existing anti-avoidance rules to 
counter what, in our experience, will be the very small number of employers who seek to abuse the PSA 
rules.   

Question xvii 

Are there any compelling reasons/scenarios which do not fit into the rules as set out above that employers 

feel the PSA process should be amended to include? Please provide reasons/examples. 

The PSA process should be made as simple and inclusive as practicable in our view, rather than more 
complex and of narrower scope as is being proposed (see Conclusion below).  

Conclusion 

This consultation raises a fundamental question about the government's attitude towards PSAs.  

By way of illustration, the following statement appears in paragraph PSA1050 of the PAYE Settlements 
Agreements Manual in connection with the minor, irregular and impracticable criteria: 

These terms have deliberately not been defined, it should be borne in mind that PSAs were introduced as a practical and 
flexible solution to dealing with ‘one-off’ benefits.   

Much of the current consultation, however, is concerned with introducing narrower definitions of these 
terms or even removing one.  

The vast majority of employers see PSAs as a way of ensuring that any taxable items that are not put 
through the payroll or reported on P11Ds – either through design or, occasionally, inadvertently – can be 
captured and the tax and NIC paid, at no little cost, to meet internal targets such as motivating staff and 
also remaining compliant with the employment tax and social security rules. 
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With that in mind, we recommend that this subject is reconsidered by way of further consultation, with 
the objective of making PSAs as simple to use as possible and the scope is as wide as is practicable.           
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